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About This Game

James Vanderboom's life drastically changes when he plants a special seed in the garden of the house he has inherited. Expand
your bloodline by unlocking portraits in the tree of life.

Rusty Lake: Roots is the second premium point-and-click adventure by Rusty Lake, the creators of the Cube Escape series and
Rusty Lake Hotel.

Key features:

Pick-up-and-play: easy to start but hard to put down

Unique storyline: experience the beginning and end of characters' lives and build your own family tree

More than 33 levels: the biggest Rusty Lake game so far is filled with puzzles

Full of suspense and atmosphere: switching from calm to very dark moments

Immersive soundtrack: each level has its own theme song and variations

Achievements: the tree has more secrets to unravel
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NOTE: I HIGHLY RECOMMEND PLAYING THE DEVELOPER'S CUBE ESCAPE SERIES BEFORE BUYING
THIS GAME. THEY ARE GREAT ALTHOUGH A LITTLE LESS POLISHED DEMONSTRATIONS OF WHAT TO
EXPECT FROM THIS GAME. YOU CAN FIND THEM FOR FREE AT THE DEVELOPER'S WEBSITE OR APP
STORE OF YOUR CHOICE.

Rusty Lake: Roots is a point-and-click adventure that is equal parts thrilling and intriquing with a healthy doze of dark
humour. It follows the story of the Vanderboom family over generations in a plot that feels mystical, maybe even confusing at
first, but rewards you whole heartedly for making sense of it.

The gameplay is what it is. There is not much to praise or criticize as is usual with games that rely very little on mechanics. It's
worth noting however that the game was clearly designed with touch screens in mind. The circles that form around your mouse
with every click and the way some of the objects in the world are interracted with may be a bit jarring at times, but nothing that
would take away from the experience. One thing that I found surprisingly pleasing however was the complete absence of in-
inventory item mixing. This may sound like an unnecessary simplification, but in practice it makes a noticeable chunck of the
puzzles much smoother experiences as you always have the things that need to be interracted with right in front of you.

With that, almost ironically, given the game's themes, clarity is where the game shines. The infuriating moments where you
don't know where or what to do are few and far between. While the artstyle isn't anything spectacular from a purely aesthetic
view, it works wonders in telling you what is happening, what to do and what you can work with. A respectable feat once you
realize just how bizzare and surreal the scenes and puzzles can get.

The real reason to play this game, and the thriving force that keeps you hooked, is the narrative.
 The world of Rusty Lake is a fantastic example of the kind of storytelling that only video games can pull off and still make for
a thoroughly compelling story. In the world of Rusty Lake the past is never dead, it's not even the past and we are always here in
our past and future lives. Time is not a matter of concern and neither is the order in which you play the games, as they all work
to answer questions from other games in the series and asks new ones for the rest to unravel. In this way, the family tree of
Rusty Lake: Roots is almost like a microcosm of the series as a whole, with it's splitting branches that all come together in the
end to form a story without ever having to do as much but wink at the player from time to time.. Storytelling is straightforward
and consistent, while leaving space for imagination.

The gameplay and mechanics are interactive and fun, but in a messed up style.

You can play a Luigi Bored.

My first full achievement game 16/16. The free Rusty Lake mobile games are basically room-escape games that establish
atmosphere in the Rusty Lake world. Rusty Lake Hotel is a creepy, short, can't-look-away room-escape game that is a must-
play, for cheap. This one, Rusty Lake: Roots, tells the story of the whole family in tiny little vignettes that are basically room-
escape puzzles unfolded into one specific scene each. As with Hotel, what happens to each family member is far more creepy
than endearing, and it all comes together to keep you clicking along.

I was able to finish the game without hints in about 4-5 hours or so without getting stuck, but after the "final" big puzzle (no real
spoilers ahead), the game uses two different mechanisms to extend the play time. One is satisfying (I zipped right through it) but
the other is a clunky cheap shot. However, I considered it worth the persistence it required only because I liked the final
imagery tying this game to the previous one(s).

You can play this game without playing the others because the point of this world seems to be the feel rather than the plot. And
even though the game is at present still assembled like a mobile game, like Rusty Lake Hotel (it runs in a flash window and you
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may have trouble with your save file if you don't manage to allow Flash to use local storage), I consider it also a must-play if you
like point-and-click puzzlers.. Rusty Lake is a dutch videogame company who did two interconnected videogame series : Escape
Cube, and Rusty Lake. There universe is inspired by David Lynch work, very dark and WTF, but puzzles are coherent once you
catch the particular logic of this universe, and the interconnections between games
A short movie will be added in that universe, coming soon.

All theses games (and the film) are availables on Google Play, Apple App Store.
"Escape Cube" serie are free and short "escape room" games, also available on web browser at http://www.cubeescape.com.
"Rusty Lake" Point'n'click games and movies are not free but very cheap , and also available on Steam (an economic bundle
here : https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/3669/Rusty_Lake_Bundle )

Recommended playing order :
1. Escape Cube : Seasons http://www.cubeescape.com/game/cube-escape-seasons.html
2. Escape Cube : The Lake
3. Escape Cube : Arles
4. Escape Cube : Harvey's Box
5. Escape Cube : Case 23
6. Escape Cube : The Mill
7. Rusty Lake Hotel https://store.steampowered.com/app/435120/Rusty_Lake_Hotel
8. Cube Escape : Birthday
9. Cube Escape : Theater
10. Rusty Lake Roots https://store.steampowered.com/app/532110/Rusty_Lake_Roots
11. Cube Escape: The Cave
12. Rusty Lake Paradise https://store.steampowered.com/app/744190/Rusty_Lake_Paradise
13a. Paradox : A Rusty Lake Film
https://store.steampowered.com/app/909090/Paradox_A_Rusty_Lake_Film
13b. Escape Cube : Paradox
https://store.steampowered.com/app/909080/. I wish I could have been part of this psychopathic family. Giving uncooked
potatoes to imprisoned family members, throwing a wasp's nest on the head of the mentally disabled brother, making babies
with chemical experiments, sigh. My life seems to be so boring.. What an amazing work of art. The paintings are all very
refined, the puzzles are challenging and the general atmosphere of the game is unique. Highly recommended. Check out the free
cube escape games to see if this is for you.. Has really intresting waysss of how babies can be made?. there isn't anything crazy
spectaular about this point-and-click puzzle game, but i enjoyed my time with it. the puzzles aren't too bad- only a few will
stump you because of odd mechanics. the highlight of this game is the creepiness and mild horror that goes with the puzzles.
definitely worth a playthrough!. Not enough of my friends seem interested in this game, which makes me sad. Maybe they don't
know about it? This is Rusty Lakes. A puzzle adventure game about a nice peaceful family living along side the infamous rusty
lake itself. Ok so maybe it isn't that peaceful.., I mean you do happen to have inherited the place when your grandfather died.
But hey those always work out right? Long story short, Rusty lake games are well put together, rather pretty, and that kind of
game that makes you think about life and death. Happiness and struggle. Experience the life and times in snippits of various
generations, and help them a bit with their woes.
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If you enjoyed Rusty Lake Hotel, then you'll like Rusty Lake: Roots even more.
However, if you haven't played RLH (go do it), then I think you'll still enjoy RLR.. this ws a very good game, toke me about 3
hours and i enjoyed every minute of it. reminds me of the kongregate games i used to play. they are all in the same area. This
game made me enjoy puzzles, yay. This game is a creepy, atmospheric point-and-click experience. The artwork was is in the
Americana style, the puzzles are engaging and the story line has me excited for the next installment in the series. Give it a shot
(but the Rusty Lake package, it is well worth the change that you spend).. Happy Family Simulator 2016 is quite the adventure
game!

Find love, burp out babies, grow up, sacrifice some body parts. All quite a lot of fun. Recommended.. This game is so much
fun. I'm never let down by Rusty Lake. Theres so much gameplay in this even after you complete the game. There are always so
many hidden gems and easter eggs in Rusty Lake games. I highly recommend this game and the other two on Steam, as well as
their free cube escape games online.. I'm in love with all of the games from the Rusty Lake series, so this one was a must-buy
for me as well. The simple graphics, riddles and most importantly story and atmosphere are outstandingly good. I would
recommend it to anyone who likes riddles and I hope to see even more Rusty Lake in the future.
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